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How to make an awesome insect collection

How to Find, Collect, Assemble, Identify and View a Awesome Insect Collection A Beginner's Guide Insects Authors: Although Timothy J. Gibb and Christian Y. Oseto are small in size, insects are among the most interesting and adaptable creatures on the planet. Every seemingly different and there is a behavior, when examined, it is
really fascinating. Insects are as abundant as they are very diverse. An avid insect collector, along lakes and streams, soil or leaf litter, and in countless other places, you will find the end of the number of hidden treasures in areas and forests. In fact, insects are so universally present that almost everywhere, at any time of the day or night,
and even in winter, if they know how and where to look for them. Making an insect collection is the best way to recognize insects. This book teaches you everything a startup student needs to know about how to find, collect, identify, protect and display insects. Shipping, fasting, dissemination and assembly samples are part of this process.
Click here to order this book from the Education Store. To order Mobile Flash Bug Quiz Cards: Click here for interactive PDF. Happy Gathering! Samples within an order are properly grouped above the order label. Pinned samples are face-to-face at the top of the box (Figure 25). Pointed instances are facing to the right of the viewer, but
their labels are parallel to the labels of pinned instances. Although a certain size of the order label is not mandatory, the most attractive labels are about 2 inches long and 5/16 inches wide. It can be used to cut a set of labels and use them here in the collection. Pin it directly to the floor of the box and arrange all instances representing this
order in neat rows in a rectangular area above the label. (Always arrange insects along the length of the box.) Figure 25 When secondary identification tags (common name, family, etc.) are used, they are smaller or different color than order labels and can be fixed to the floor of the box. Additional tags showing the host or habitat can be
placed on the pin on which the sample is mounted, but under the primary label (See Figure 23). Photos of real insect imaging boxes are provided to show what is expected in a collection of insects. When objectively criticizing other screens, it can help you improve your own screens. It is also worth asking for advice and tips from others
with insect collection experience. First of all, remember that this is the application key. As old specimens are relafed and replaced with new and better ties, the collection will evolve. The best insect images are usually a result of several years of permanent insect collection, assembly application, and collecting imaging also pay attention to
detail. Awesome Tips for Collections The most common review Recommendations for improving insect collections as indicated by entomology judges are: Overview of the Collection Arrange samples in the box properly and regularly. On the widest side of the box is the best from top to bottom and from left to right. The box is a standard
size, clean and should be well maintained. Painting the box, or the next, can improve the overall appearance of the collection. Groups instances under the correct sequences and family names. Rectangular groupings are the most attractive. Sort samples where possible. If the folds of a single species are included, always place them
together. Use a background color that attracts the collection beautifully. White is usually the preferred color, however, light pastel shades of blue or green are also acceptable. Order and family labels should be displayed clearly, smoothly, smoothly and attractively. The Choice and Condition of the Wings of Specimens on butterflies and
moths should be properly spread. The first moths and butterflies are often considered examples of application, and rarely spread to improve the collection. The application will significantly increase with its spread. View only perfectly spread samples. When drying, place the antennae, legs and other body parts properly. and abdomen
support of large and less hard samples to prevent sagging. Create realistic or realistic positions of all instances. Do not display damaged or poorly assembled samples. In most cases, even if it is unusual, it is better to display a well-assembled, ordinary specimen instead of a poorly assembled specimen. Think carefully about viewing
duplicate instances. Judges look for a wide variety of insects as much as the rules say permission. Choose samples from different orders, families and species instead of the folds of the same insect. Fixing needle samples so that insects are oblique, stable, not stationary. Place the samples on the pins at a height of one straight. Be sure
to bugs according to pin placement guides for various orders. Tags Make sure that the labels are written correctly and correctly and contain all the necessary data. Place the labels on the pins so that they are straight, flat, and directed in the same direction. He neatly cut all labels to a uniform size. Use order labels (and family labels if
necessary) to arrange the placement of samples inside the box. These should be held by insect needles so that they are justed under the display box. Sample Identification Should be as accurate as possible in identifying insects. The order level is mandatory, the common name and family name are required at some levels, but they are
always encouraged. Do not relaad or use instances in someone else's collection. Do not show insects purchased from resupply houses. (Judges often use such examples and as a result, disqualify the entire collection.) You can only display insects from another state if you collect and tag them yourself. you can display it. state, county,
collector and date. Place insects in the appropriate rowgroups. Make sure the mounting technique is suitable for the sample. Never pin immature insects. (Many insect collection rules only apply to adult insects.) Use points, bottles and slides as needed. When using public names, make sure they are accepted common names. Closely
related insects (in a row) should be grouped together. More precise identification (family and common names) is required in advanced sections. Collect as many varieties of insects from different orders as possible. Allowing a group of insects to dominate the collection and debal of the variety of specimens. In advanced collections, sample
selection is more important. Choosing unusual examples of perfectly assembled is the goal. Training Screen Boxes Training images are designed to teach others something about insects. These screens use the same insect boxes as collections. Charm, layout and accuracy are still key to making a winning display. However, much more
creativity can be shown in educational shows than insect collections. Educational images teach almost every topic related to insects and always feature real examples as part of the box. Often selected topics include comparisons of insect mouth parts, growth and development, camouflage, behavior, food sources, habitat, or any of the
other topics. If so, see the training box rules to determine what the topic entalys. Displayed insects are not kept to fixing, placing, labeling or other rules common on collection screens. Tips for top quality training screens include: Remember that the purpose of the training box is to teach others. Keep the message simple; do not try to teach
more than one concept with a single box. Make sure that the information presented is scientifically correct. Place the screen in a title box that tells the viewer exactly and briefly. Make sure a take-home message is open, short, and accurate. The screen has to tell its own story. Fewer words are better, in most cases. The appearance, or
eye appeal of the box is very important. It's usually best to view something you see personally or experiments you've done. Try to be original within the boundaries of the rules. Page 2 Publisher: West Lafayette, Indiana : Purdue Extension, 2012, ©2009. Edition: Revised edition. Features: 216 pages :,illustrations ;,20 cm. Additional
Contributor: Oseto, C. Y. - Author Purdue University Purdue University Insect collection department learns how samples can be classified correctly. This is a very difficult task, because there are a lot of insects, and many of them look alike. If there are unidentified examples, you won't be discouraged. even professional insect taxonomists
(entomologists who identify and class out insects) cannot identify every type of insect. Some should specialize in working with one group and others with another. Classification, grouping and naming of insects, is an ever-changing science. Insect experts separate and unite groups of insects based largely on their morphological similarities,
some of which have more impact on a decision than others. Therefore, this process is somely subjective and, thus, dynamic. An entomology student can find small differences in classification schemes depending on which reference or what entomology they consult, and these may change over time. Not all orders of insects are the same
size. For example, more than a third (300,000) of the named insect species are in a single order: Coleoptera (insects). The next largest orders are Lepidoptera (butterflies and moths), with 150,000 species; and Hymenoptera (bees and bees), with 125,000 species. Diptera (fly) order contains about 20,000 species. These four orders,
Coleoptera, Lepidoptera, Hymenoptera and Diptera, account for more than 80 percent of the insect species mentioned. About 92,000 species of insects occur in the United States and Canada. It is not known how many of these species occur in any state or in a small area within a state. The list of insects published in New York in 1928
included more than 15,000 species, but hundreds have since been discovered. States like California, Arizona, Texas and Florida probably have a lot of Midfish and Northern states in the total number of insect species. Estimates of the number of species for the three representative countries, as well as for the entire U.S. and Canada, are
provided as an indicator of the number of species insect collectors can expect to find (Table 1). A collector who can find one or more representatives from each of the 24 orders discussed in this book will have a very diverse collection and thus learn a lot about insects and their habits. Table 1. Estimated Number of Species Order North
Carolina New York Indiana USA &amp; Canada World Wide Collembola 169 200 200 314 9000 Thysanura 6 5 7 25 900 Efemeroptera 121 61 120 690 3100 Odonata 148 159 150 425 5500 Dictyoptera 23 15 20 101580 0 Orthoptera 23 5 121 150 925 20000 Dermaptera 7 4 5 18 2000 Isoptera 5 1 5 41 2900 Plecoptera 94 59 85 408 2000
Psocoptera 37 38 30 150 4400 Mallophaga 164 53 90 318 4000 Anoplura 11 11 15 62 900 Thysanoptera 64 71 150 600 5000 Hemiptera 568 727 800 4600 40000 Homopter 759 864 900 6700 50000 Neuroptera 68 61 65 338 6500 Megaloptera 9 10 15 61 300 Coleoptera 3336 4546 4424 30000 350000 Mecoptera 27 20 20 89 600
Trichoptera 161 174 210 980 11000 Lepid optera 1428 2439 2000 10100 150000 Diptera 2595 3615 3600 17000 120000 Siphonaptera 26 28 250 2500 Hymenoptera 2463 2300 2800 17000 125000 125000
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